Quantum dots-based multifunctional dendritic superstructure for amplified electrochemiluminescence detection of ATP.
A novel multifunctional dendrimeric CdSe-CdS-Quantum dots (QDs) hybrid superstructure with highly intense electrochemiluminescence (ECL), fluorescence and excellent magnetic property is prepared for the first time, and successfully applied to amplified ECL assays of ATP using DNA cycle amplification technique. The magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) were firstly assembled with unique dendrimer nanoclusters (NCs), then large numbers of QDs were labeled onto the dendrimer NCs, the superstructure exhibits highly enhanced ECL and fluorescence than the pure QDs. Remarkable ECL quenching of the nanocomposites by gold nanoparticles (GNPs) was observed, based on which a novel strategy for highly sensitive ATP detection was developed by cycle amplification technique. Furthermore, the nanocomposites with excellent magnetic properties can be easily labeled, separated and immobilized onto a magnetic electrode. In particular, all the procedures such as linking GNPs, sensing target and DNA cycle amplification were directly accomplished on the nanocomposites, which is more rapid, convenient, complete and has better reproducibility than the conventional methods on electrode. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report on the multifunctional QDs superstructure with highly intense ECL, fluorescence, excellent magnetism and its ECL biosensing, which opens a new pathway for developing QD-based nanocomposites for broad applications in ECL bioassays and optical imaging.